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Abstract—Assessing the coronary circulation with
contrast-enhanced echocardiography has high clinical
relevance. However, it is not being routinely performed
in clinical practice because the current clinical tools
generally cannot provide adequate image quality. The
contrast agent’s visibility in the myocardium is generally
poor, impaired by motion and nonlinear propagation
artifacts. The established multipulse contrast schemes
(MPCSs) and the more experimental singular value
decomposition (SVD) filter also fall short to solve
these issues. Here, we propose a scheme to process
amplitude modulation/amplitude-modulated pulse inver-
sion (AM/AMPI) echoes with higher order SVD (HOSVD)
instead of conventionally summing the complementary
pulses. The echoes from the complementary pulses form
a separate dimension in the HOSVD algorithm. Then,
removing the ranks in that dimension with dominant
coherent signals coming from tissue scattering would
provide the contrast detection. We performed both in vitro
and in vivo experiments to assess the performance of our
proposed method in comparison with the current stan-
dard methods. A flow phantom study shows that HOSVD
on AM pulsing exceeds the contrast-to-background ratio
(CBR) of conventional AM and an SVD filter by 10 and
14 dB, respectively. In vivo porcine heart results also
demonstrate that, compared to AM, HOSVD improves CBR
in open-chest acquisition (up to 19 dB) and contrast ratio
(CR) in closed-chest acquisition (3 dB).

Index Terms— Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD),
microbubble detection, myocardial perfusion, ultrafast imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTRAST echocardiography (CE) is a clinically
established diagnostic tool for assessing the ejection

fraction and regional wall motion when image quality is poor
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in regular B-mode imaging [1], [2]. Signal strength of the
blood pool and vasculature are enhanced using ultrasound
contrast agents (UCA), consisting of micrometer-sized lipid-
coated gas bubbles that are injected intravenously [3]. CE can
also be used to assess myocardial perfusion. However, accurate
and reliable perfusion imaging has been a challenge since
its introduction. The shadowing from the ribs and lungs,
and attenuation of signal due to the contrast agent in the
cardiac cavities, noise, and strong clutter signal originating
from stationary and moving tissue are contributing factors that
lead to limited image quality [3], [4].

In the past decades, several contrast-specific pulsing
schemes have been developed to suppress tissue clutter signal
and provide contrast detection. Generally, two categories
can be distinguished. One category relies solely on the
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Highlights
• We propose a method to detect slowly flowing microbubbles in moving tissue using higher-order singular value

decomposition (HOSVD) with spatial, temporal, and pulsing sequences as input dimensions.

• Both in vitro and in vivo results showed that the method provides superior contrast detection compared to the
standard SVD filter, and amplitude modulation (AM), applied to high-frame-rate data.

• By combining SVD and contrast-specific pulsing into one algorithm, HOSVD improves microbubble signals
detection and reduce motion artifacts in challenging cases such as myocardial perfusion imaging.

generation of harmonic signals due to the nonlinear scattering
of ultrasound by the microbubbles. In these schemes,
subharmonics or higher harmonics of the originally transmitted
ultrasound frequency would be selectively retained to show
the contrast agents on screen. Yet, it was found that tissue
also generates harmonic frequency content by nonlinear
propagation, thus leading to substantial tissue clutter [5].
The other category is contrast pulsing schemes that rely on
sending multiple pulses that suppress the linear tissue clutter
signal when the echoes are combined by simple subtraction
or addition, sometimes after scalar multiplication. The most
commonly used multipulse contrast schemes (MPCS) are
pulse inversion (PI) [6], amplitude modulation (AM) [7],
and their combination, i.e., amplitude-modulated PI (AMPI)
[8]. However, as ultrasound also propagates nonlinearly
when it travels through tissue or a microbubble cloud,
the tissue suppression effectiveness is reduced as well for
these schemes. This might be significant for cardiac imaging
where the chambers are filled with microbubbles following
intravenous administration and the nonlinearity is substantially
accumulated due to great imaging depth, which would lead to
the unwanted “nonlinear” tissue signal again [9]. Moreover,
the rapid myocardial motion throughout the cardiac cycle
causes out-of-phase summation of the linear components
from multiple transmission, which are therefore not fully
suppressed. This again results in tissue clutter through so-
called motion artifacts [10], [11].

Another approach to suppress the tissue clutter signal is
by using a postprocessing clutter filter. Originally, clutter
filtering is performed as frequency filters on a packet of
consecutive frames with the assumption that blood flow
and tissue motion have distinct spectral characteristics in
such ensembles. However, this assumption is not valid
when the flow velocity and tissue motion have overlapping
spectral content [12], which is generally the case in
microvascular myocardial perfusion imaging. More recently,
the advancement of high-frame-rate (HFR) ultrasound imaging
[13] provides highly coherent data in both space and time that
facilitates clutter filtering using spatiotemporal information.
HFR contrast-enhanced ultrasound (HFR-CEUS) combined
with singular value decomposition (SVD) filtering [14] has
been used ubiquitously in research setting to reduce tissue
clutter enabling assessment of flow in the vasculature.
SVD decomposes the tissue, blood flow, and noise into
separate singular vectors, assuming that they have different
spatiotemporal coherence. Ideally, the filtering process is then
performed by removing tissue and noise singular vectors,

with only the flow signal of the interest remaining. It has
been reported that SVD suppresses tissue clutter better than
conventional frequency filters and contrast pulsing schemes
(AM and AMPI) [14], [15], [16]. However, its performance
also degrades with slower flow rates and faster tissue motion
since, in that case, the coherence between the contrast agent
signal and tissue increases, thus preventing the separation into
different components [14], [17], [18]. This is a crucial issue for
cardiac imaging where tissue motion can reach up to 9.4 cm/s
[19] and blood flow in the microcirculation is generally slower
than 1 cm/s. To mitigate this problem, the combination of
SVD and AM by applying SVD on AM-processed images
was attempted. However, it has been reported that it achieves
a lower contrast-to-background ratio (CBR) than an SVD filter
alone [16]. In this case, the SVD filter fails to improve contrast
detection of the AM-processed images because it operates in
the spatiotemporal dimension, where the residual tissue and
microbubble signal are highly coherent and of the same order
of magnitude in strength.

To achieve better tissue and contrast separation, we propose
to expand the filter operating dimensions by using higher order
SVD (HOSVD), instead of using “regular” SVD that can only
take a 2-D matrix as input. It is a multilinear generalization
of SVD, in which HOSVD decomposes an nth-order tensor
[20]. Its usage to improve blood flow visualization in medical
ultrasound imaging has been proposed by Kim et al. [21].
They demonstrated that using Doppler frames as the 3-D could
improve blood flow and perfusion separation from tissue clut-
ter. However, their implementation is aimed at tissue with slow
motion and without exploiting the nonlinear property of UCAs.

We expect that HOSVD can improve the MPCS perfor-
mance to detect UCAs if the underlying structure of the
data meets the assumptions attained in the decomposition.
In this study, we propose using HOSVD to combine the
received echoes from the complementary pulses in the MPCS,
instead of the conventional linear signal combinations. In the
case of MPCS, it is assumed that contrast agents respond
nonlinearly to the ultrasound pulses, whereas tissue response
is mostly linear. Thus, we can add the pulsing sequence as a
3-D to the spatial and temporal information. We hypothesize
that the nonlinear part of the microbubble signal would be
decomposed into different components than the tissue clutter
signal, after which data separation can be performed by
appropriate component selection. An in vitro measurement
with a flow phantom as well as in vivo cardiac measurement
were performed to assess the efficacy of our proposed method.
The performance of our proposed technique will be evaluated
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Fig. 1. Setup of the flow phantom. Probe was positioned inside the
chamber to emulate both rigid tissue motion and nonlinear propagation
through microbubble cloud.

and compared with the conventionally processed MPCS and
the regular spatiotemporal SVD filter.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. In Vitro Setup
We built an in vitro setup that could emulate rigid tissue

motion and the effect of nonlinear propagation through a
cloud of bubbles. A tissue-mimicking wall-less flow phantom
was made from a suspension of 10% w/v polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) and 1% w/v silicon carbide as background scattering
particles, 20% cooling liquid, and 69% distilled water with one
completed freeze–thaw thermal cycle, see Fig. 1. To obtain
ultrasound images in the presence of nonlinear propagation
through a bubble cloud, diluted Definity (Lantheus Medical
Imaging, North Billerica, MA, USA) with a concentration of
∼0.5–1.1 × 106 MB/mL was put into the phantom chamber
on top. The same dilution was infused with a perfusion pump
through a 1-mm-diameter channel as the microbubbles of
interest. Since the minimum flow that this syringe pump could
provide was 6 mm/s, we turned off the pump to have negligible
flow, thus mimicking capillary perfusion rather than vascular
flow. An ultrasound probe (see Fig. 1) was attached to a linear
stage. Rigid tissue motion was emulated by moving the probe
in the vertical direction during image acquisition. The peak
velocity of the probe was 35 mm/s, which emulates the peak
velocity of the left main coronary artery environment [22].

B. In Vivo Porcine Myocardial Perfusion Model
Two female Yorkshire × Norwegian Landrace porcine (35

and 38 kg) experiments followed the European Union and
institutional guidelines for the care and use of laboratory
animals, with Centrale Commissie Dierproeven (CCD)
approval AVD1010020172411 (SP2100125). They were first
sedated, put under full anesthesia using pentobarbital (10–15
mg/kg/h) and mechanically vented. Animals were positioned
in a supine position. Vital signs were monitored. A diluted
(30×) Definity1 solution (Lantheus Medical Imaging Inc.,

1Registered trademark.

MA, USA) was continuously infused through the jugular
vein at 1.5 mL/min. The acquisitions were performed both
transthoracically (closed chest) and by direct cardiac access
after sternotomy (open chest).

C. Ultrasound Transmission and Beamforming
Radio frequency acquisitions in both in vitro and in vivo

experiments were performed with a 64-element phased array
transducer (P7-4, Philips ATL, Bothell, WA, USA), connected
to a Vantage 256 system (Verasonics Inc., Redmond, WA,
USA). The HFR imaging was performed with diverging
waves with a pulse repetition frequency of 4.5 kHz, a center
frequency of 5.2 MHz (three cycles), and an image depth
of 10 cm. Multipulse contrast sequences (MPCS) (AM
and AMPI) were adopted on the fundamental frequency
(nonlinear fundamental imaging) [8]. AM was used in the
in vitro measurement. Both AM and AMPI transmission
schemes were used in in vivo experiments. The in vitro
HFR transmission sequence only consisted of one transmit
aperture (64 elements) with the final frame rate of 1500 Hz.
In the in vivo experiment, an acquisition consisted of 1 s of
HFR recordings, a high mechanical index (MI) focused beam
“FLASH” microbubble destruction sequence, and a subsequent
4 s of HFR recordings. The in vivo HFR transmission sequence
consisted of three synthetic transmit apertures (21 elements
each) with overlapping beams to increase spatial resolution
with coherent compounding [23] and a final frame rate
of 500 Hz. The “checkerboard pattern” with even, full, and odd
element number transmission was completed per subaperture.
The “FLASH” destruction sequence consisted of transmitting
21 cycles focused beam with MI ≈ 1. Channel data were
beamformed offline using the Ultrasound Toolbox [24] in
MATLAB (R2022A, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA, 2022)
on a 0.5λ resolution grid.

III. THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Data Structure
The acquired beamformed image series (s) in-

phase/quadrature (IQ) data can be modeled as a linear
mixture of tissue clutter signal (c), microbubble signal (b),
and noise (n)

s(x, z, t, p) = c(x, z, t, p) + b(x, z, t, p) + n(x, z, t, p)

(1)

where x stands for the lateral dimension, z stands for the axial
dimension, t stands for time, and p stands for transmitted
pulse number. The clutter and noise signal need to be removed
from the mixture in order to accurately assess the microbubble
signal. A further property of the tissue clutter is that it
dominates the images, over microbubble signal and noise,
which is important as the filter described in Section III-C order
the signals partly based on their intensity.

B. Conventional Processing
Conventionally, the MPCS suppresses the linear tissue

clutter signal by subtracting (AM) or summing (AMPI)
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the signals backscattered from the complementary pulse
transmissions (p). Two assumptions are made: 1) the tissue
backscatter signal has a linear relationship with the phase
and/or amplitude of the transmitted pulse and 2) negligible
motion occurs within the time interval of the complementary
pulse transmissions. When these assumptions hold, then the
residue in the processed signal consists of the nonlinear
microbubble signal and noise. However, the CE signals violate
the assumptions: nonlinear ultrasound propagation in tissue
also generates the second-harmonic frequency content, which
will give some residual signal in the linear combination of
the complementary pulses that appears as tissue clutter in the
contrast-enhanced images [5] and tissue motion induces signal
misalignment that causes imperfect linear signal cancellation,
leading to the generation of motion artifacts [10], [11].

C. HOSVD Processing Rationale
Instead of linearly combining the complementary pulses,

we propose to use HOSVD to retrieve the microbubble signal.
HOSVD takes an nth-order tensor as its input and decomposes
it into a tensor core and n-orthogonal modes that each has
individual ranks. We hypothesize that HOSVD is able to
separate the clutter, microbubble, and noise signal, based
on their different correlation of spatial, temporal, and the
backscatter response (magnitude and phase) to the transmitted
pulses. Just like in 2-D SVD, HOSVD decomposes the signal
into all-orthogonal singular vectors and sorts them based on
the magnitude of the multilinear singular value (MSV).

HOSVD is implemented on an ultrasound image series
s(x, z, t, p), arranged as a 3rd-order tensor T (x × z, t, p) ∈

Cx ·z×t×p, which represents spatial, temporal, and pulsing
dimensions as the input. The 3rd-order tensor T can be
decomposed with HOSVD as follows:

T = S · U · V · W,

=

I1∑
j1

I2∑
j2

I3∑
j3

S j1, j2, j3U j1 V j2 W j3 (2)

where S is the core tensor with dimensions Cx ·z×t×p, U is
the spatial mode singular vectors, V is the temporal mode
singular vectors, W is the pulsing mode singular vectors, and
I1–I3 are the spatial, temporal, and pulsing mode component
ranks, respectively. An example of rearranging AM images
and the resulting decomposition is shown in Fig. 2. Assuming
that the clutter, microbubble, and noise are decomposed into
different ranks, the filtering process is similar to the regular
SVD filtering process, which is removing the ranks that mainly
consist of clutter and noise. However, the tensor core is not
diagonal like in regular SVD, but a 3rd-order nonsparse tensor,
which means that every combination from all the modes has
a particular tensor core value. As a result, unlike regular SVD
that only requires a rank selection that applies to both spatial
and temporal singular vectors, the rank selection for HOSVD
has to be performed on each dimension separately.

D. Rank Selection for Clutter Filtering
Each of the decomposed dimensions represents a different

physical meaning; thus, every dimension needs a specific

Fig. 2. Illustration of the tensor arrangement from stacks of ultrasound
images and its decomposition with HOSVD.

rank selection algorithm. It makes the rank selection more
flexible and complicated at the same time. After the rank
selections are performed, the HOSVD as a clutter filter to
retrieve microbubble signal (b̂(x, z, t)) can be implemented
as follows:

b̂(x, z, t) =

∑
j1∈l1

∑
j2∈l2

∑
j3∈l3

S j1, j2, j3U j1 V j2 W j3 (3)

where l1–l3 are the selected n-mode ranks for spatial, temporal,
and pulsing modes, respectively. We developed different
algorithms for the in vitro and in vivo datasets as they have
different conditions and complexity.

1) In Vitro Rank Selection:
a) Pulsing dimension: The scattered response of both tissue

and microbubbles to the transmitted pulse is mostly linear,
especially at the fundamental frequency such as used in our
experiments. However, microbubbles also generate “nonlinear
fundamental” signals in response to the complementary
transmitted pulses [4], [8], characterized by either nonlinear
amplitude, amplitude-dependent phase response, or both; for
our proposed technique, the exact cause is not important.
This “nonlinear fundamental” component is different from
the linear tissue response and hence will be decomposed into
another rank than the linear tissue rank. Since it is assumed
that the linear responses will dominate the original data, the
ranks with linear response will get the highest singular values,
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Fig. 3. (a) B-mode image of the phantom as a reference.
(b)–(d) Examples of ultrasound images as a result of pulsing mode
rank selection. (e) and (f) Singular vectors that represent the backscatter
trend, in response to the transmitted pulses (AM).

which means that they will appear in the first rank or ranks.
The residual nonlinear component or components will appear
in the last rank since their overall magnitude is lower.

To exemplify the pulsing rank separation, ultrasound images
are shown for each pulsing rank in Fig. 3(b)–(d). Here, all the
spatiotemporal ranks were kept for illustration. The pulsing
mode singular vectors represent the backscatter response of
the scatterers to the different transmission pulses (W j3(p)),
as shown in Fig. 3(e). The first pulsing rank W1 shows the
major components of the magnitude and phase in response
to the AM transmission. In this rank, the first (even) and
third (odd) transmitted pulse each contain approximately half
energy, and indeed, the magnitude of the second response
(full aperture) has twice the magnitude of the others and
the phase is almost constant. The residual phase shift in the
three responses originates from the overall motion of the
probe. As a comparison, the phase of the first pulsing rank is
constant when the probe is static [Fig. 3(f)]. The reconstructed
image of the first pulsing rank W1 corresponds closely to the
B-mode/fundamental imaging [Fig. 3(a)]. The second pulsing
rank W2 mostly has energy on the even and odd transmission.
This can be explained by its correspondence to the residual
difference between the even- and odd-element transmissions:

Fig. 4. (a) Spatial mode singular vectors, reshaped as ultrasound
spatial images (U(x,z)). (b) Tensor core magnitude of the spatial singular
vectors when only W3(p) is chosen.

although the wavefields do overlap, there remain minor
differences in their wavefronts since the elements by which the
wavefield is transmitted are their mutual adjuncts [Fig. 3(c)].
Finally, the third rank shows the total residual signal, which is
mainly originating from nonlinear responses of microbubbles
deviating from the general tissue and (linear) bubble responses
but can still contain noise. Indeed, the reconstructed image
mainly shows the microbubble signal inside the target channel
[Fig. 3(d)]. Thus, the clutter filtering for the pulsing dimension
was performed by removing the first and second pulsing ranks
as they predominantly consist of unwanted clutter signal.

b) Spatial dimension: Like 2-D-SVD, the spatial singular
vectors U x ·z×t ·p can be reshaped into ultrasonic spatial
images U x×z×t ·p. The manual distinction between the spatial
mode singular vectors (U j1(x, z)) that consist of clutter,
microbubble, and noise signal is straightforward because they
can simply be visualized. As shown in Fig. 4(a), U7(x, z) and
U9(x, z) visibly consist of microbubble signal. Accordingly,
the clutter filtering should be performed by keeping those
two ranks. A comparison between Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows
that the spatial ranks with the highest magnitude in pulsing
rank 3 correspond to the images with the highest visibility
of the microbubble-containing channel. Thus, the automatic
rank selection was performed by choosing the spatial ranks
that have the highest magnitude. Thus, the automatic rank
selection was performed by choosing the spatial ranks that
have the highest magnitude, as well as those above the
threshold of 0.4.

The microbubbles had negligible flow speed compared to
the probe velocity, so we do not expect that the microbubble
and tissue signal are decomposed into different temporal
ranks. The temporal singular vectors (V j2(t)) that represent
the spectral variation of the signal and the MSV of the
temporal mode are shown in Fig. 5. Since there was no
separation between tissue and microbubble signal in the
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Fig. 5. (a) Modulus of the first four temporal singular vectors (V1(t) −

V4(t). (b) Normalized magnitude of the temporal mode MSV.

Fig. 6. (a) Singular vectors that represent the decomposed backscatter
response to AMPI transmission. (b)–(d) Examples of ultrasound images
as a result of pulsing mode rank selection.

temporal dimension, all temporal singular vectors were kept
for the in vitro data processing.

2) In Vivo Rank Selection:
a) Pulsing dimension: Similar to the in vitro data,

we expect the “nonlinear fundamental” microbubble signal
to be decomposed into rank 3 of the pulsing mode vector
(W3(p)). As shown in Fig. 6, the pulsing mode singular
vectors followed the same trend as the in vitro dataset. Yet,
since AMPI was used in this specific example, the phase of
the rank shifts by π between full and even/odd transmission.
Moreover, the reconstructed in vivo images show the tissue
responses for ranks 1 and 2, and contrast signal in rank 3.
Thus, the same rank selection was applied to the in vivo
dataset: keeping the 3rd pulsing rank.

b) Spatial dimension: The spatial structure, as well as
nonrigid motion, of the in vivo dataset is substantially more
complex than the in vitro dataset. Unlike the in vitro spatial
mode decomposition, the tensor core energy is widely spread
across spatial singular vectors and there are no singular vectors
that have significantly higher magnitude than the rest. As a

Fig. 7. (a) Representative ranks of the reshaped spatial mode
singular vectors (Uj1(x, z)). (b) Normalized magnitude of the spatial MSV.
(c) Gradient of the spatial MSV, the peak (rank 31) is chosen as the start
of the selected ranks.

result, the in vitro rank selection algorithm could not be
applied straightforwardly.

Analogous to the regular 2-D SVD, the ranks were sorted
based on the total energy and the subspaces that contain
residual tissue clutter signal mostly are allocated in the lower
ranks, and those that contain microbubble signal are allocated
mostly in the middle-to-high ranks. Since the spatial mode
MSV has gradual changes, we expect that there is a detectable
trend on the slope of the MSV when the rank subspaces change
their dominant contents, similar to the regular SVD structure
[25]. The gradient of the MSV is shown in Fig. 7. The local
peaks of the derivative (rank 31) coincide with the transition
of the subspaces, so it was chosen as the start of the selected
ranks. Rank 15 was chosen as the start of the peak searching
because, empirically, we observed that the tissue subspace
occupied more than the first 15 ranks. This value of 15 may
depend on ensemble length and tissue motion, although we
found that this value worked for both closed-chest data and
open-chest data. All the subsequent ranks are selected with the
assumption that microbubble signal, especially the “nonlinear
fundamental” part, has lower energy than the tissue signal and
the spatial decomposition does not have ranks that only contain
noise.

c) Temporal dimension: Different from the in vitro case,
where the only flow of interest is within the channel,
microbubble flow in the chambers of the heart is not negligible
and might influence the signal decomposition when filtering
for perfusion in the heart walls. The microbubble flow peak
velocity in the chambers is faster than the tissue motion and
the coronary circulation also has a wide range of flow velocity.
Cardiac motion typically is nonrigid. All of these factors will
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Fig. 8. (a) Frequency content of the temporal mode singular vectors.
(b) Dominant frequency of each temporal mode singular vector and the
selected low-frequency ranks.

cause the microbubble signal to appear in different ranks in
the temporal dimension. Since we are interested in the slow
flow in the myocardium and not the fast flow in the chamber
and the fast tissue motion, rank selection can be performed on
the temporal dimension.

The temporal singular vectors and their frequency contents
are shown in Fig. 8(a). It can be seen that the singular vectors
corresponding with higher temporal ranks have increasing
dominant frequency, with the first rank representing almost
static motion and the last ranks representing mostly noise
and aliased motion around the highest Doppler velocities.
Since our interest mainly lies in detecting slow flow in
the microcirculation, with velocities slower than 1 mm/s,
we need to retain the lower ranks and discard the higher ones.
We calculated the dominant (maximum) frequency of each
rank [as shown in Fig. 8(b)] and selected the ranks with a
dominant frequency below 50 Hz, and the effect of this choice
will also be demonstrated.

E. Postprocessing and Analysis
1) In Vitro Image Quality Quantification: HOSVD processing

was performed on the beamformed quadrature demodulated
data using the Tensorlab toolbox [26]. To quantify the
efficacy of our proposed method, we implemented HOSVD
with the rank selection method as mentioned above and
compared this with regular B-mode, conventional AM, and
SVD spatiotemporal filter [14] on both the full-aperture
transmit pulse and conventional AM. We performed our
analysis during two scenarios: when the probe was static and
when it was moving at a constant velocity of 35 mm/s. Each
scenario consisted of a time interval of 200 ms (comprising
300 temporal frames). For both scenarios, HOSVD was
implemented on an ensemble of 20 temporal frames (13.3 ms)
with ten samples of temporal overlap. For the moving
probe scenario, SVD was also implemented on an ensemble
of 20 temporal frames, while all 300 frames were used
for the static probe scenario to optimize tissue and flow
separation [25]. The example of SVD rank selection is
provided in the appendix. The regions of interest (ROIs)
were drawn on the channel (contrast) and PVA (background)
to perform the quantitative analysis in the first frame
(Fig. 9). The ROIs then automatically followed (using a 2-D
cross correlation-based global motion estimator) the channel

Fig. 9. Regions used for calculating CBR. Blue and white regions
are used for contrast and background signal, respectively. Yellow region
indicates the field of view to display the result of different filters.

Fig. 10. (a) Regions used for calculating CBR in the cardiac
measurements. Blue (myocardium) and white (epicardium) regions were
used for contrast and background signal, respectively. (b) Blue region
(myocardium) used for calculating contrast signal strength. LV and RV
indicate the left and right ventricles, respectively.

and PVA, while the probe was moving in the subsequent
frames. CBR was then calculated to evaluate the filters’
performances to suppress clutter signal, defined as CBRa =

20log10(RMScontrast/RMSbackground), where RMS is the time-
averaged root-mean-square signal strength in the time interval
(200 ms). Overview box plots were calculated with: whiskers
cover approximately 99% of the data; the bottom and top
of each box denote the 1st and 3rd quartile of the data,
respectively; and solid lines in the middle of each box signify
the data median.

2) In Vivo Image Quality Quantification: The three synthetic-
aperture transmissions were coherently compounded on each
pulse before HOSVD is implemented. The ensemble length
of 20 temporal samples (40 ms) with ten samples overlap
was used for HOSVD clutter filtering. The performance
of our proposed HOSVD filter was compared with the
conventionally processed AM. Power Doppler was computed
using P D(z, x) =

∑T
t=1 |S(z, x, t)|2, where S(z, x, t) are the

filtered ultrasound images. The tissue suppression efficacy dur-
ing motion was assessed on the open-chest acquisitions, using
CBRp = 10log10(RMScontrast/RMSbackground), in 75 temporal
frames (150 ms) in the ECG signal in Fig. 12(e). We use a
factor of 10 in this equation as the contrast and background
signal are power Doppler signals, i.e., already squared values
of the magnitude. In order to quantify this tissue suppression,
we drew ROIs on the myocardium where no tissue clutter was
visible and hence only showed contrast or noise signal and on
the region where the residual tissue clutter due to motion was
clearly observed—acting as background. The areas are shown
in Fig. 10(a).

The contrast detection efficacy on the closed-chest acqui-
sition was assessed during end-diastole by calculating the
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Fig. 11. (a)–(d) Representative contrast images of different processing
during moving probe. (e) CBR values overview, obtained with different
processing filters and probe motion. Box plots represent median, 50%,
and 99% ranges.

contrast ratio (CR) before and after the FLASH sequence,
calculated by CR = 10log10(RMSpre−FLASH/RMSpost−FLASH).

The ROI on the myocardium to compare the pre-FLASH and
post-FLASH destruction sequence is shown in Fig. 10(b).

IV. RESULTS

A. In Vitro
Representative phantom contrast images during motion

(35 mm/s) are shown in Fig. 11(a)–(d). The flow channel is
visible in all images, yet the background is most suppressed
when using AM + HOSVD thus giving the best visibility
of the channel. When quantifying [Fig. 11(f)], the CBR of
HOSVD on AM exceeds that of the conventionally processed
AM by 10 dB, AM + SVD by 11 dB, that of both SVD-
filtered, and unfiltered by 14 dB. During the time interval
where the probe was not moving (images not shown for
brevity), HOSVD achieved 5-, 4.5-, 12-, and 17-dB CBR
improvement over conventional AM, AM + SVD, SVD
filtered, and unfiltered images, respectively. See Fig. 11(f) for
these quantified results, including their spread. The SVD-
filtered images have worse CBR than the AM images or
the AM + HOSVD. Note that SVD-based contrast filtering
assumes that the contrast agent signal is highly decorrelated
with the tissue signal, i.e., has distinct motion. In this
experiment that mimics perfusion and slow flow in relatively
fast-moving cardiac tissue, such an assumption is largely

Fig. 12. Comparison of open-chest apical view AM images, processed
conventionally and with HOSVD. Conventionally processed AMPI
images (a) and (c) can be compared with the HOSVD-processed images
(b) and (d), respectively. Tissue motion artifacts at the apex of the heart
are more suppressed and microbubble signals could be seen better
(cyan boxes) with HOSVD than the conventional processing.

violated since the contrast agents have very low flow velocity
in the channel and, on top, they move with the tissue in the
“moving probe” experiment.

B. In Vivo

Representative power Doppler images of the open-chest
acquisition (apical view) during early diastole are shown
in Fig. 12. Qualitatively, it can be observed that the
HOSVD + AM images [Fig. 12(b) and (d)] show more
microbubble signal in the myocardium (cyan arrow) and more
suppressed tissue clutter signal (white arrow), compared to
the conventionally processed AM images [Fig. 12(a) and (c)].
Quantitatively, HOSVD + AM provided 19-dB CBR improve-
ment over the conventionally processed AM images. The ECG
signal of the image period (40 ms) is shown in Fig. 12(e).

The example images from the closed-chest acquisition
(parasternal short axis view) pre- and post-FLASH destruction
sequence processed with different schemes are shown in
Fig. 13. Compared to the open-chest apical view, the nonlinear
propagation artifact was more consequential in this view
because the right ventricle (that contains a high concentration
of microbubbles) was in the ultrasound propagation path.
On the other hand, the motion artifacts might be expected
to be less severe. These images show that the tissue signal is
suppressed and the microbubble signal can be seen inside the
myocardium boundaries.
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Fig. 13. (a) and (c)–(f) Comparison of closed-chest parasternal
short axis AM images, processed conventionally and with HOSVD.
(b) Frequency contents of the temporal mode singular vectors and the
rank selection. Image pre-FLASH destruction processed with (a) con-
ventional AM shows less microbubble signal in the interventricular
septum (cyan boxes) with (c) low-rank HOSVD-processed image.
(d) High-rank HOSVD-processed HOSVD does not show microbubble
signal inside the myocardium and more signal in the chamber because
it does not have low-frequency components in slow time. Post-FLASH
destruction of both processing (e) and (f) has much less microbubble
signal in the interventricular septum.

In the pre-FLASH-destruction images, the results of
conventional AM processing and HOSVD filtering with
two temporal mode rank selections are shown in Fig. 13.
To demonstrate the effect of the temporal mode rank selection
[based on Fig. 13(b)], images that represent low-rank signals
[Fig. 13(c)] and high-rank signals [Fig. 13(d)] are displayed.
We could identify a myocardial perfusion signal after low-rank
HOSVD processing [Fig. 13(c)] and visibly more compared to
the conventional AM [Fig. 13(a)]. On the contrary, the high-
rank HOSVD [Fig. 13(d)] processed image does not show a
microbubble signal inside the myocardium but more signal
inside the left ventricle. These results show that HOSVD
could separate the slow- and fast-moving microbubble signal.
The images post-FLASH destruction sequence, processed with
conventional AM and low-rank HOSVD [Fig. 13(e) and (f)],
displays significantly less signal inside the myocardium; only a
feeding vessel is observed, which can be expected right after
the FLASH destruction pulses. It signifies that the detected
signal on pre-FLASH images originates from microbubbles

rather than tissue residuals. The signal strength ratio inside
the myocardium region pre- and post-FLASH destruction
sequence of the low-rank HOSVD processed images is 3 dB
higher than the conventional AM processing. It indicates
that the HOSVD processing provides better contrast detection
inside the myocardium.

V. DISCUSSION

In this study, we proposed to use HOSVD as a method
to process the complementary pulses of MPCS instead of
conventionally summing or subtracting them. We expect
HOSVD to improve contrast detection in case in the presence
of motion, nonlinear propagation, and slow microbubble
flow, where the commonly used conventional MPCS and
spatiotemporal SVD are less effective. The results of both our
in vitro and in vivo porcine heart model show that HOSVD
provides superior contrast detection. In our flow phantom
experiment, HOSVD exceeds conventional MPCS by 10 dB,
AM + SVD by 11 dB, and spatiotemporal SVD and unfiltered
by 14 dB each. In our in vivo open-chest implementation,
HOSVD provides better motion artifact suppression than
conventional MPCS by 19 dB and improves contrast detection
in a transthoracic (closed chest) experiment by 3 dB.

HOSVD contrast detection improvement over conventional
MPCS and SVD is more powerful in the case when
motion artifacts exist. As shown by the results of our in
vitro experiment, HOSVD provides 10-dB CBR improvement
over AM when the probe is moving, compared to 5-dB
improvement when the probe is static (where AM is generally
working well in suppressing tissue signal). In the case of
SVD, it has been reported that the spatiotemporal SVD filter’s
capability to detect flow is deteriorated when the flow speed is
slower than the tissue motion velocity [14], [17], [18]. Hence,
the nearly static microbubble flow in moving probe in vitro
experiment and the in vivo and the myocardial perfusion are
difficult cases for spatiotemporal SVD filtering because of the
high spatiotemporal correlation between the microbubble and
tissue signals when they are moving along. The improvement
in contrast signal separation achieved by HOSVD over SVD
becomes clear by comparing the spatial mode singular vectors
of the two methods. As seen in Section II, HOSVD was
able to separate contrast and tissue signal into individual
spatial components. On the other hand, SVD was not able to
discriminate since all component still consists of a mixture
of contrast and tissue signal (see the Appendix), which
make the filtering process unfeasible since no component or
set of components could be selected that contains contrast
signal only. Consequently, the in vitro results show that SVD
completely fails to separate the microbubble signal when
the probe is moving since it provides the same CBR as
in the unfiltered images, while HOSVD improved the CBR
up to 17 dB, and the CBR improvement in the open-chest
in vivo results is due to the fact that HOSVD could better
overcome the motion artifacts, compared to conventional AM
processing. The tissue displacement (especially at the apex
of the heart) caused signal misalignment when the pulses
were summed (conventionally processed) and thus impaired
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tissue suppression. The SVD filter was also tested (not shown
here) on the in vivo dataset, but it only showed improvement
of contrast visibility over AM during the brief moments
where tissue was mostly still, and therefore, using the SVD
filtering technique would have limited usability in the clinical
application of myocardial perfusion imaging.

Analogous to the regular 2-D SVD filtering, HOSVD filter
outcome is determined by the rank selection. Due to the
different complexity of the images, we used different rank
selection methods for spatial and temporal modes to process
the in vitro and in vivo data. The rank selection for the
pulsing ranks was straightforward in both our experiments:
the last rank contained most of the nonlinear bubble signals,
for both AM and AMPI. In an additional test (not shown here),
we applied HOSVD filtering on a PI dataset and found again
that taking the last rank—rank 2, in that case—showed most
contrast. It is also worth mentioning that the performance of
HOSVD by rank selection on the pulsing mode is already
better than the conventional pulse summation in the in vitro
dataset and yields at least similar results for the in vivo dataset.

The spatial selection based on the tensor core magnitude
pulsing mode rank 3 only works in the in vitro dataset.
The tissue-mimicking material (PVA) has a homogeneous
and much simpler structure than the structure of a porcine
heart. Furthermore, the motion emulated by the probe is
rigid, while the cardiac motion field is complex. In the
in vitro case, the contrast-signal ranks were clearly visible
both from the images as well as the rank magnitudes, thus
easily facilitating the rank selection. In the in vivo case, the
separation between tissue and contrast signal was not done
into unique ranks, yet a global crossover point between the
signals could be identified. The temporal selection that we
adapted for the in vivo dataset worked well, yet it did continue
on a fairly good separation of the microbubble and tissue
response from selecting the last pulsing rank. We expect that
the physiological tissue motion of the organ will, in the end,
determine the algorithm: with limited and relatively uniform
motion, the in vitro algorithm should be tested first, and with
complex motion field, the in vivo algorithm. We performed
temporal selection for the in vivo data to select perfusion,
and by doing so, we removed some of the fast-moving
bubble signals. In vitro temporal selection is not possible nor
necessary because the microbubble inside the channel did not
flow. Thus, its only motion was solely modulated by the rigid
global motion. It should be noted that we adopted an empirical
threshold for choosing spatial ranks of both in vitro and in vivo
methods. Although these values work for our data, they should
be checked and adjusted for different ensemble length and
motion.

The decomposition of HOSVD highly depends on the
ensemble length of the temporal samples. The temporal length
needs to be optimized according to the motion that occurs in
the images. For in vitro data during probe motion, increasing
the ensemble length from five to 20 temporal samples
increased the resulting CBR by 1.5 dB. However, based on our
empirical results, increasing the ensemble length even more
does not improve the CBR further, so 20 temporal samples
were chosen. A longer ensemble is potentially better when

the probe is static; yet, 20 temporal samples already provide
sufficient CBR. For the in vivo data, 20 temporal samples
(180 total frames with “checkerboard pattern” transmission
and three synthetic subaperture) provided satisfactory results.

CBR is an appropriate parameter to quantitatively assess
the filter’s performance in the in vitro data because the
contrast and background regions are clearly located in different
pixels. On the other hand, it is less obvious to determine
contrast and background regions in our in vivo data since
it can be expected that all tissue is well perfused in these
healthy animals. For cardiac application, normally, CBR is
calculated by drawing the contrast region on the chamber
[11] or a big vessel [16] that only contain a microbubble
signal and the background region is drawn on the myocardium.
However, for assessing myocardial perfusion, the contrast is
located inside the myocardium itself. Even after filtering, the
myocardium still consists of both microbubble and tissue
signals. This issue is alleviated for our open-chest images
because some part of the myocardium predominantly consist
of tissue signal motion artifact. Thus, an ROI that represents
tissue region can be drawn. However, it measures the filter
performance to suppress tissue clutter instead of quantitatively
assess the amount of myocardial perfusion. For closed-chest
images, there was not any region that only consisted of
tissue signal, but it can be observed that the myocardium was
predominantly consisting of only tissue signal, right after the
FLASH destruction sequence. Thus, we drew one region on
the myocardium and the contrast detection between HOSVD
and MPCS was assessed by comparing the ratio between
pre- and post-FLASH destruction pulses. There are several
possible reasons why the quantitative improvement in the
open-chest data (19 dB) is significantly greater than that in
the closed-chest data (3 dB). First, it is important to note
that the parameters used to assess the two are different, with
CBR being used to assess tissue suppression and CR being
used to assess contrast detection. Second, in the open-chest
acquisition, the unobstructed myocardium is located directly
under the probe, whereas in the closed-chest acquisition, the
myocardium is located 3–4 cm deeper and obstructed by layers
of fat and nonlinear propagation of microbubbles in the right
ventricle. Finally, tissue motion in the open-chest (unbounded)
heart in the apical view is faster than in the parasternal short
axis, resulting in the AM being less effective in suppressing
tissue signals and allowing for greater improvement.

It should be noted that our HOSVD clutter filtering has
some shortcomings. It is possible that some parts of the
microbubble signal may be removed due to imperfect signal
decomposition. In addition, the computation time for our
HOSVD clutter filtering method is longer than that for 2-D
SVD. In our in vivo data processing, it took 5.5 s to process
an ensemble of 20 frames, as opposed to 0.25 s for 2-D
SVD. However, it is important to mention that real-time
processing is not an essential necessity for now, and therefore,
the longer computation time is not a crucial issue and might
later be achieved by code optimization and/or parallelization.
Furthermore, our current implementation can still be improved.
First, the spatial singular vectors that consist of microbubble
signal mostly are not located in consecutive ranks. Thus,
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selecting a subspace of the spatial singular vectors means
that some ranks that consist of tissue signal mostly would
be kept, thus reducing contrast to background. Clustering the
ranks instead of selecting a range could be a solution. Second,
the optimal ensemble length depends on the amount of motion
that occurs in the data. Adaptive ensemble length tailored to
the amount of motion (cardiac phase) could improve contrast
detection. Third, the inclusion of more input dimensions, such
as imaging frequency or coded pulsing, might be investigated
in the future, yet this would add even more complexity to the
rank selection. Fourth, when using a probe that would have
sufficient bandwidth to also allow second harmonic imaging,
the data might be further filtered to isolate the second harmonic
signal. Since our probe had limited bandwidth, we used the
full fundamental band only. Fifth, anatomical cropping of the
ROI from the overall cardiac images may result in better
clutter suppression since fewer data need to be decomposed
into the limited number of ranks. However, we found that
coarse manual segmentation led to loss of details in the
images such as the exact border delineation, which reduced
our confidence in the interpretation of the contrast images.
Automated segmentation may overcome this issue. Finally,
HOSVD could benefit from an implementation of prefilter
tissue motion compensation because the tissue signal would be
more coherent and longer ensemble lengths could be adopted.
We expect that the in vivo-data decomposition will resemble
more the in vitro-data decomposition and associated simpler
and better contrast signal isolation. To reach that aim, the
motion should be corrected while preserving the local tissue
phase information such as achieved by, e.g., the Lagrangian
beamformer by Cormier et al. [27].

One further step of using the HFR imaging might be actual
tracking of the contrast agent microbubbles, e.g., during the
first filling of the vessels after FLASH destruction, which
would provide further insight in flow velocities in the vessels
independent of their flow direction. Such tracking might be
applied using the recent ultrasound localization techniques;
the proposed filter can be used to initially suppress the
tissue clutter. In the current clinical use of CE, time-intensity
curves of FLASH-replenishment tests are regularly used to
assess local perfusion. We showed that at least in in vitro
experiments, our technique is more robust to motion than the
other methods. Yet, we expect that the robustness to motion
in vivo is not sufficient to fully avoid cyclic patterns in
the TICs, and cardiac gating might still be preferred while
analyzing FLASH-replenishment tests.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented the application of HOSVD on multipulse
contrast sequences to improve contrast detection in ultrafast
ultrasound imaging. Both our in vitro and in vivo assessments
have demonstrated that our proposed implementation provides
superior contrast detection over the conventional processing
scheme in MPCS and the more recent spatiotemporal SVD
filter. The improvement could give more confidence in
detecting microbubble even in the case of mild tissue motion
and visualizing flow in the coronary circulation.

APPENDIX

Examples of SVD rank selection when spatiotemporal SVD
was implemented on moving probe images are shown in
the figures below. Low ranks with high spatial correlation
were selected. However, SVD was unable to separate tissue
and microbubble signals in both the implementation of full
aperture transmission and AM images.
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